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Jessica James
Suddenly Brooke Hayes's life is turned upside down. Again. For the past months she
has fought to get it back together by overcoming her addictions, revitalizing her
neglected stage career, and putting behind her the devastation left by her bitter divorce.
She has also been a mother again to her nine-year-old daughter, Charly, whose
upcoming visit has meant the world. Everything was fine. Until the call. Now nothing
seems right. Brooke's ex-husband, Nathan, insists that Charly is home with him, but a
search of the house finds it empty. Then Nathan disappears. In fear of being accused
herself—given her unstable past—Brooke enlists the help of the one man, perhaps the
only man, who can help her: the Keeper. John Creed is a former police officer who has
felt the fear Brooke now faces. His son disappeared years before, never to be seen
again, leaving him a shattered man with a thirst for vengeance. With time running out,
and the police one step behind them, Brooke and the Keeper—now hunted
themselves—begin their desperate search for Charly, whose young life hangs in the
balance, victim to the whims of a madman.
Jessica James rides again in the latest page-turner from award-winning author, Kelly
Oliver. With only an old photograph to go on, spunky amateur sleuth, Jessica James is
sent on a mission by her dying mother to find a washed up magician called the
Mesmerizer. Along the way, Jessica gets way more than she bargained for when she
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stumbles into a black market organ ring and learns secrets about her mother that will
change her own life forever. The cast of characters she meets on her whirlwind search
of Las Vegas will have you laughing out loud. With wit and grit, Jessica and her posse
take on the seamy side of Vegas. Awkwardly endearing, and downright hilarious,
readers love Jessica James.
So five there are and five there’ll be... Ten-year-old Jessica discovers that she is next
in line to be the ‘Guardian’. Newly awakened to adventure and danger, Jessica must
reunite five magical cats, the Gatekeepers of the dark realm. But time is running out.
The Shadow Beings are gaining strength every day. Were they to escape from the dark
realm, all planets would be plunged into despair as once before… With the threat of the
Shadow Beings so near, it is up to Jessica to face the dark realm and fight back the
shadows. Will she find the missing Gatekeepers in time? Or will the Shadow Beings
rise again?
"Knowing that young students are tired of boring lectures on grammar, Woods takes
readers to a fictional school in Midland City, where they meet James and Jessica Davis,
two young students wrestling with the art and craft of writing. Using storytelling and
wordplay, Woods brings in offbeat characters who help the brother and sister succeed
with 31 writing techniques and exercises." -- p.4 of cover.
In a generation where caring the least is the only way not to get hurt, a teenage girl
realizes that her lack of care proves to be rather destructive.
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Get the little known – yet crucial – facts about FX options Daily turnover in FX options is
an estimated U.S. $ 207 billion, but many fundamental facts about this huge and liquid
market are generally unknown. FX Option Performance provides the information
practitioners need to be more effective in the market, with detailed, specific guidance.
This book is a unique and practical guide to option trading, with the courage to report
how much these contracts have really made or lost. Breaking free from the typical focus
on theories and generalities, this book gets specific – travelling back in history to show
exactly how options performed in different markets and thereby helping investors and
hedgers alike make more informed decisions. Not overly technical, the rigorous
approach remains accessible to anyone with an interest in the area, showing investors
where to look for value and helping corporations hedge their FX exposures. FX Option
Performance begins with a quick and practical introduction to the FX option market,
then provides specific advice toward structures, performance, rate fluctuation, and
trading strategies. Examine the historical payoffs to the most popular and liquidly traded
options Learn which options are overvalued and which are undervalued Discover
surprising, generally unpublished facts about emerging markets Examine systemic
option trading strategies to find what works and what doesn't On average, do options
result in profit, loss, or breaking even? How can corporations more cost-effectively
hedge their exposure to emerging markets? Are cheap out-of-the-money options worth
it?
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SHE’S A TOUGH CRIME REPORTER IN A LEAGUE OF HEAVY HITTERS. BUT
THAT’S OKAY— SHE KNOWS HOW TO PLAY HARDBALL … Jessica James has a
nose for a good story, but she isn’t sure how much she likes the story she’s getting
from her mother’s charming, handsome new beau with the improbable name of Charlie
Browne. Especially since the tale is attached to the Hare—a stolen painting that is now
hidden under Jesse’s own bed. Jesse’s investigation into Charlie's background turns
up a hole big enough to smuggle the Mona Lisa through, which has her worried about
her romantic, not-altogether-practical mom. And for good reason—in a few short days,
Kate James has gotten herself entangled in art theft, bashed over the head by a
burglar, and involved in a tête-à-tête with a murderer. Now Jesse must crack a stolen
art ring and solve two murders—one forty years old and one all too recent—before the
killer paints another masterpiece in scarlet.

Jessica James is sleeping on a desk in the attic waiting for a flight home to
Montana. She blames her advisor, Professor Wolfgang "Wolf" Schumtzig,
"Preeminent Philosopher and World Class Dick-Head." But when he's found dead
in his office, her real education begins.
The main character, Jessica, is looking for love as she finishes her last year of
school. She notices James, a graduating senior, and strives to be with him. In the
process of getting to know him, she finds out he has inherited a lot of money after
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his father's death. Her fight for James fails as the end of the school year
approaches. At a party, she reunites with James. Her obsession with him forces
her to go talk to him, even though her best friend tries to stop her (Ashley is an
unemployed ex-stripper). Jessica confronts Ashley, saying she is jealous
because she doesn't have a man. After getting his number, they have an intimate
relationship. Jessica becomes frightened by mysterious phone calls and
harassing notes. She finds out later that the nuisance was coming from a woman
who claims to be James' ex-wife. Upon the discovery of his other life with
Elizabeth, Jessica gets trapped in a love triangle that ends with a physical
confrontation, which puts their relationship on thin ice. Jessica usually uses her
smooth "I get what I want" mentality to trap men in her own world, draining them
of everything she wants. As she plays a teasing love game with his mind, hoping
it would get him addicted to her, he catches on to her intentions. She puts the
game to the side until she feels it is necessary to continue. As she slacked off her
game, she fell in love. Their love becomes intimate and being sexually active
causes her to get pregnant. After a quick sexual encounter with her boss, she is
unsure who the baby's daddy is. Jessica's relationship with James erupts when
she catches him in her bed with another woman. This takes their love on a new
journey.
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New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York
Herald Tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for
readers across the country. With award-winning writing and photography
covering everything from politics and food to theater and fashion, the magazine's
consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy and
excitement of the city itself, while celebrating New York as both a place and an
idea.
SHE’S ONE CRIME REPORTER WHO CAN HOLD HER OWN WITH ANY
MAN. A SMART LADY IN A TOUGH BUSINESS. BUT THAT’S OKAY—SHE
MEANS BUSINESS … Mystery usually follows murder, but when Baby Cakes
Sloan bites the bullet, everybody in Rochester already knows whodunit. Beautiful
Babs had been Marcus Andrelli’s lawyer—until she got iced on the crime king's
yacht. Of course, all fingers of guilt point to Andrelli. But Jesse James smells
something fishy. And she’s casting for the truth, even if she has to drag the
bottom of Lake Ontario to get it. Nobody knows Andrelli better than Jess. Mafia
don, certainly. Killer of the woman he loved, no. To solve the murder, Jess has
got to find the one missing witness: Andrelli’s bodyguard. Reeling in this tall,
dark, and eccentric man should be a cinch for a woman as street smart as Jess.
But fishing for a guy who’s as slippery as an eel lands her in a Mafia
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whirlpool—and enough hot water to drown a reporter with heels in cement.
Jessica is back in award winning author Kelly Oliver's latest fast paced thrill ride.
Donors to the new world class Chicago museum of Russian art are dropping like
flies, and Jessica is at the center of the carnage. Can she track down the killer
before she falls into his trap? Speaking of traps, this doozy puts Jessica in the
middle of a love triangle she'd do anything to avoid. In her latest outing, Jessica
once again puts her boots in the stirrups and cracks the whip on first class
entertainment. Mystery, Suspense, Action, Adventure, Romance, and Laugh-outLoud Humor. What more could you want in a page-turner? A riveting suspense
novel that keeps you guessing until the end. "Edgy, thrilling and captivating."
—The Chicago Tribune “A fine blend of raw humor with tense tale spinning that
makes this mystery series a complete pleasure to read. Very highly
recommended.” —San Francisco Review of Books
Awakening in a hospital bed badly bruised and beaten and with no memory of the
event that put her in the hospital, Jessica James is puzzled by the arrival of a
powerful local judge, who claims that Jessica is his missing daughter-in-law,
Daphne
Secret Service Agent Clint Brody is tasked with protecting the new First Lady. But
the threats he encounters are more complicated than he imagined, and the
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danger he confronts isn’t what either one of them expected. When a shy, country
girl from Virginia marries a prominent Georgetown attorney, her life is bound to
change. But when that attorney is catapulted to the office of President of the
United States, she is thrust into the role of First Lady—and uncovers a world of
secrets and betrayals that alters everything she once knew. Due to a twist of fate,
Elizabeth Vaughn is forced to leave behind the quiet country setting she loves
and enter the nefarious world of politics. After recovering from her initial missteps
and negotiating the obstacles of her new public life, she begins to understand the
nature of politics. But as another election approaches, turmoil in the White House
intensifies. Leaks. Lies. Deceit. Deception. People she thought were friends
desert her and the true character of people she thought she knew is revealed.
When the stakes become life and death, the First Lady uncovers the ultimate
betrayal and is forced to come to terms with her own role in the political process.
Only with the help of Secret Service Agent Clint Brody, can she hope to find her
way out of the danger and discover who can be trusted—and who will do anything
to keep control.
“Heart-pounding and heartfelt, Fine Line is a perfectly paced romantic suspense that
captivates.” ~LITERAL ADDICTION With a new wife and a successful career as the co-owner
of Phantom Force Tactical, retired U.S. Navy SEAL and former homicide detective Blake
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Madison thinks he has it all. But when his wife disappears from their bed while he’s taking a
morning jog, Blake has to figure out if it’s someone from her past as an investigative journalist,
or his as a combat veteran and police officer. Fortunately, Blake has a team of the nation’s
best warriors at hand to assist in solving the crime. With the help of his partner, Nick “Colt”
Colten, they set out to take down the mastermind behind the heinous plot—a violent adversary
who is hell-bent on retaliation and vengeance. Despite the stakes stacked against them, the
men of Phantom Force Tactical are willing to risk everything to bring Caitlin back alive and rid
the world of this powerful and formidable foe. But will it be enough, or will this enemy, with his
vast influence and powerful connections, be one they can’t defeat?
Plagued by one catastrophe after another, Jessica James (introvert extraordinaire) takes
comfort in the fact that it can't get any worse. Until it does. When she discovers a dead body in
the freezer of the local ice cream parlor, she's soon involved in another mystery. But Jessica
has bigger problems when an argument between two elderly sisters involves her in a townwide fundraiser. Neck deep in doughnuts and unanswered questions, Jessica has to find
another murderer while avoiding a surly detective and her worst nightmare - the news camera
crew. Can Jessica stay out of trouble and off the camera while raising money for a good
cause? Or will she become the next headliner in the national news?
Gifted biologist Mary Clare Ryan's car has plunged into the Potomac River. Nicole Ryan
suspects that her sister's death was no accident but when she tries to find out what research
Mary was pursuing, Mary's colleagues are evasive, even hostile. Nicole is left with nothing
except Mary's plane ticket to Los Angeles and a notebook she'd given Nicole … in case
anything happened to her. Fleeing Georgetown's rain-slicked cobblestones and her own
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stagnant life as a professor, Nicole infiltrates the West Coast medical conference where her
sister was slated to speak. She learns that just before Mary died she made a major scientific
breakthrough, which she had gone to great lengths to conceal. Furthermore, those who stand
to profit from her discovery have now targeted Nicole as the one most likely to have been in
Mary's confidence. As she seeks out the truth about her sister's death, it becomes increasingly
apparent that someone is stalking Nicole, tracking her movements in the sultry shadowy
California night.…
Designed to provide a business basis for legal applications, Entertainment Law and Business
provides a practical approach to learning the law that applies to the entertainment industry, and
covers the processes involved from submitting an idea to creating an actual product. The book
includes the most up-to-date material along with the seminal cases that have shaped the
industry. Organized by substantive areas of law and by business practice areas so that an
instructor can use the book in a survey course or for a specialty seminar, this casebook will
reflect the business-driven nature of the Entertainment Law course area. Professors and
students will benefit from: Recent cases and articles Primary cases edited to include only
pertinent facts, law, and reasoning for the outcome Notes which include both practical
information about the case and additional information to enhance the understanding of the
reasoning Discussion questions Organization by substantive areas of law and by business
practice areas Flexibility—an instructor can use the book in a survey course or for a specialty
seminar Experienced authors: William Henslee received an M.F.A. from UCLA film school and
has practical entertainment experience. As a principal in the firm of Henslee and Weisberger,
he has represented clients in the music and sports industries. Elizabeth Henslee is a former
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clerk for 5th District Court of Appeal, law librarian, and wrote “one of the best law review
articles related to entertainment, publishing and/or the arts published within the last year” in
2015 (voted by Thomson). She is the owner of October Boys Entertainment, LLC., a company
primarily engaged in music publishing. Online companion materials, including updates of
recent cases and links to supplemental videos and websites that follow the text. Teaching
materials include: Teacher’s Manual, including additional reading suggestions and film,
television, music, and websites to enhance the text. The Manual will explain the authors’
reasons for including the case in the text and provide contextual background information when
helpful. Sample syllabi
In this first story of Amphitptertic, a nation of fourteen villages and twelve forests, war looms on
the horizon, and one man may hold the key to peace. Twenty-five-year-old James Torres has
just arrived home from traveling to the neighboring villages. While he looks forward to returning
to normalcy, his life is about to change when he's asked to meet with King Madison III and his
advisors. Curiosity plagues him as the king tells him that Amphitptertic was foretold three
special prophecies. Are the prophecies real? James struggled to find reality in the midst of
mind-boggling circumstances while simultaneously trying to save the nation from the
impending war that threatens the country. Can Amphitptertic reforge the alliance that the king
always wanted? But more importantly, can the Changelings, an outcast race who once
betrayed the humans, be trusted again? James might not be much help, but that's not going to
stop him from trying...
Jessica James, scrappy cowgirl-turned-philosopher, returns home for summer break, only to
take on one of the biggest oil companies in the country-and its connections to corruption, sex
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trafficking, and murder. A murder way too close to home...
She expected balmy breezes, swaying hammocks, and majestic waterfalls. Not a murder.
Jessica James is a twenty-three-year-old, work-at-home computer whiz content in her comfort
zone ... until her family conspires to send her to the jungles of Ecuador for a once-in-a-lifetime
experience. When her taxi driver takes off with her bag in the trunk, her grand adventure
begins. When that same taxi driver is found murdered minutes later, Jessica is forced into one
catastrophe after another as she seeks to find the truth ... and get her stuff back. With the help
of the two most mischievous sisters old enough to know better, Jessica will either catch a
murderer or end up in jail. But friendship and discovery come at a cost. Can Jessica's
newfound bravery help her survive her South American experience as she gets closer to the
murderer? Or will this grand adventure be her last? *Recipes included

She's been called headstrong. She's been called opinionated. Hell, she's been called
everything in the book, and now, in this fourth mystery in the acclaimed series, the
outlaw Jesse James rides again. It's springtime in upstate New York, where the lilacs
are in bloom and love is all around—even for Jessica James, full-time investigative
reporter and part-time fool. Well, why shouldn't she be? Everyone else is in love: her
mother, still honeymooning with the mischievous Charlie Browne; and her sometime
lover, mobster Marcus Andrelli, who seems to have forgotten Jesse and taken up with
another woman. For Jesse, though, love is literally in the air, with a handsome pilot
named Mac Devlin. The mystery starts simply, and in Jesse's never-dull world, that's a
feat. A mysterious man is shadowing Mac, and the reporter instinct in Jesse takes over.
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What does this stranger want, and how does it involve her mother's elusive new
husband, who disappears as quickly as he appears, always with Jesse's mom in tow?
Mac and Jesse team up—reluctantly at first—to find the vanished newlyweds. Together,
they are drawn into a perilous and deadly game of blackmail and secrets from the past,
where the high-flying stakes mean life or death.
Meet Jessie James, a private investigator that has her hands full dealing with small
town shenanigans and feisty office staff. She manages it all with wit and humor until
she becomes involved with a high-stakes serial murderer who knows more about her
than she could possibly imagine. A strong willed woman, experienced in her field and
the hard knocks of life, Jessie gets help to solve her most challenging case by an
unexpected source.
SHE'S A TOUGH CRIME REPORTER WHO'S SEEN IT ALL. OR MOST OF IT,
ANYWAY, BUT GO AHEAD—MAKE HER DAY … Murder doesn’t set much colder than
on the icy shores of Lake Ontario, where Jesse James is hot on the trail of a real estate
scam that really has the feisty reporter steamed. This sleazy operation is behind a
string of costly accidents—but it's no accident when Jesse wakes up, bandaged head to
toe, in a hospital where everyone insists she’s Daphne Malcross, a young socialite with
more connections and cash than common sense. Letting people think Daphne’s alive
and well doesn’t seem like a bad idea: Jesse can snag her story while digging up clues
on the missing woman. She can give her sagging old VW a rest while tooling around in
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Daphne’s gorgeous Jag. Throw in a personal bodyguard, compliments of Rochester’s
biggest Mafia kingpin, and you've got the kind of deal that a tough-talking, harddrinking, and quick-thinking woman like Jesse can't pass up—until it's too late.
When Jessica James wakes up half naked behind a dumpster in downtown Chicago,
she thinks the hot intern slipped her a Mickey. But after a pattern of similar incidents
around Northwestern Hospital, Jessica realizes she wasn't raped, she was robbed.
If Nancy Drew drank Jack Daniels ... Meet Jessica James. If you like your sleuths
fierce, funny, and female, you'll love Jessica. With more wit than grace, philosophy
graduate student, Jessica James, stumbles into art scams, sex conspiracies, human
trafficking, and genetic engineering fraud. With her sexy sidekick Lolita--who's also a
black belt in karate--Jessica takes on the Russian mafia, drunken frat boys, and all the
bad boys in between.
It’s after midnight and Naomi Wing is having another vision. A full-blooded Wintu
Indian, Naomi is no stranger to visions, but this one brings horror and sadness—for it
reveals lovely Beth Lambert on the terrible, stormy night she died. It has been almost a
year since 17-year-old Beth's body was recovered from a ravine on Whidbey, a tranquil
island community near Seattle. Now Naomi, who once turned her back on the old ways
to become a high-powered attorney, has returned to her ancestral home, haunted by
the tragic death of a girl she had come to love as a daughter—and caught up in a love
affair that may have played a role in Beth’s death. What Naomi finds will pit her against
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Susan. Beth’s dangerously unstable mother, and force her to confront the Native
American heritage she has denied for so long. On the mysterious, forested shores of
Whidbey, she will pursue secrets only the dead can reveal—secrets that lead her to the
shocking truth about Beth … and into the dark shadows of her own past.
SHE'S A TOUGH CRIME REPORTER WHO'S SEEN IT ALL. OR MOST OF IT,
ANYWAY, BUT GO AHEAD—MAKE HER DAY ... Murder doesn’t set much colder than
on the icy shores of Lake Ontario, where Jesse James is hot on the trail of a real estate
scam that really has the feisty reporter steamed. This sleazy operation is behind a
string of costly accidents—but it's no accident when Jesse wakes up, bandaged head to
toe, in a hospital where everyone insists she’s Daphne Malcross, a young socialite with
more connections and cash than common sense. Letting people think Daphne’s alive
and well doesn’t seem like a bad idea: Jesse can snag her story while digging up clues
on the missing woman. She can give her sagging old VW a rest while tooling around in
Daphne’s gorgeous Jag. Throw in a personal bodyguard, compliments of Rochester’s
biggest Mafia kingpin, and you've got the kind of deal that a tough-talking, harddrinking, and quick-thinking woman like Jesse can't pass up—until it's too late.

Jessica James is back in award winning author Kelly Oliver's latest fast paced
thrill ride. Donors to the new world class Chicago museum of Russian art are
dropping like flies, and Jessica is at the center of the carnage. Can she track
down the killer before she falls into his trap? Speaking of traps, this doozy puts
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Jessica in the middle of a love triangle she'd do anything to avoid. In her latest
outting, Jessica once again puts her boots in the stirrups and cracks the whip on
first class entertainment. Mystery, Suspense, Action, Adventure, Romance, and
Laugh-out-Loud Humor. What more could you want in a page-turner? A riveting
suspense novel that keeps you guessing until the end.
THE STORY: The play takes place in the backyard of adjoining houses in South
Philadelphia: one house occupied by Fran Geminiani, a laborer, and his son,
Francis, a Harvard student; the other by a boisterous, earthy divorcee named
Bunny and her fat,
SHE’S A TOUGH CRIME REPORTER IN A LEAGUE OF HEAVY HITTERS.
BUT THAT’S OKAY— SHE KNOWS HOW TO PLAY HARDBALL ... Jessica
James has a nose for a good story, but she isn’t sure how much she likes the
story she’s getting from her mother’s charming, handsome new beau with the
improbable name of Charlie Browne. Especially since the tale is attached to the
Hare—a stolen painting that is now hidden under Jesse’s own bed. Jesse’s
investigation into Charlie's background turns up a hole big enough to smuggle
the Mona Lisa through, which has her worried about her romantic, not-altogetherpractical mom. And for good reason—in a few short days, Kate James has gotten
herself entangled in art theft, bashed over the head by a burglar, and involved in
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a tête-à-tête with a murderer. ow Jesse must crack a stolen art ring and solve two
murders—one forty years old and one all too recent—before the killer paints
another masterpiece in scarlet.
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